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FO R E WOR D
Welcome to HANDSOME REPORT 001.

and to grab customers’ hearts.

We are very pleased to share the beauty news

Emily Weiss, fresh out of college, started blogging

from New York through thet lens of STUDIO

about beauty insiders’ routines and must haves

HANDSOME.

in 2010, while keeping her day job at Vogue.

Even

though,

the

beauty

market

looks

A long time fashion icon and New York based

oversaturated, we witness some exciting ideas

stylist, Linda Rodin, out of necessities, created

coming in.

skincare products at home with essential oils and

They are often Insta-perfect and

visually so attractive you just can’t ignore.

seeds. What Ms. Rodin wanted was the luxury

In Volume 001, we will feature two beauty brands

of being simple, that reflects her personal style.

that were founded by women who know their

With the minimal but bold designs, RODIN

styles very well.

became a must have among fashion influencers.

Everyone thought all the ideas were taken, but

The minimal but luxurious designs are ultimate

then GLOSSIER was born to shake the industry

fashion statement to this day.
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perfect. While embracing the diversity and

million dollars from Index Ventures, etc. It

brand in the U.S. has been nobody else but

individuality, GLOSSIER is proposing the

is their third funding and the largest.

GLOSSIER since its debut in 2014.

dewy skin with minimal makeup.

The founder Emily Weiss has run the

GLOSSIER’s retail channel is not traditional.

The industry is watching how Ms. Weiss and

successful blog spot called INTO THE GLOSS,

They do not, at least for now, distribute

her team will play in terms of the products,

where she visits beauty insiders and reports

to any other store but their own in New

marketing, retail, and digital strategies as

their must haves, daily routines, and picture

York City, Los Angeles (opened on Melrose

the direction GLOSSIER chooses will lead the

perfect lifestyle.

Place in April 2018), and planning to open

way.

Using all these connections and knowledges

in Chicago soon. They have done a hugely

in beauty, Ms. Weiss initiated the brand that

successful popup in San Francisco.

is perfectly fit to the digital age. The pink

Ms. Weiss is known for attracting the

infused product packaging from the logo

investors from the very beginning.

to bags are all “Insta-Perfect” and come

Capital who also had invested in Warby

with playful stickers. GLOSSIER is all about

Parker (eyewear) and Instagram helped at

easygoing, cool, hip lifestyle while featuring

the initial launch. As recently as February

many women who may not look model

2018, they have received additional $52
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Undoubtedly, the most upcoming beauty
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P ro S
& CONS
PROS:
- Contemporary but catchy packaging and design
- Reasonable pricing
- Products for everyday use
- Easy-to-use, non complicated products
- Fun loving atmosphere in the stores
- Strong industry connection and influencers
- Great understanding on what the millennial
women want
- No animal testing. Cruelty free brand
- Limited retail presence
- Well edited collection

Cons:
- Lack of luxury
- Lack of quality in some cases
- Lack of items (not full line)
- Some products are often out of stock
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PROS & CONS

- Strong digital presence
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product #1

CLO UD paint
With an ultra-blendable, intensely
pigmented, and seriously long lasting
formula, CLOUD PAINT earned instant cultfavorite status when it launched in 2017.
CLOUD PAINT

The unique gel-textured blush prompted
makeup artists, beauty editors, and
celebrities alike.
The colors STORM and DAWN were added in
summer 2018.
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CLOUD PAINT

Cloud Paint
Seamless cheek color
6 colors (Storm, Dawn, Puff,
Dusk, Haze, Beam)
0.33 floz / 10ml
$18 / $30 (If you buy a Duo)
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pro d u ct # 2

LID STA R
As Glossier’s first eyeshadow, LIDSTAR made its official
debut at the Oscars in early 2018.
LIDSTAR comes in six creamy, shimmer eyeshadow
formulas.
Each comes with a dab doe foot applicator onto clean
lids and use fingertips to shape.

multicolor pearls suspended with coated pigments in a
buttery base for the silkiest, most blendable formula.
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LIDSTAR

The effect comes from a delicate proportion of ultra fine
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LIDSTAR

LIDSTAR
Glistening eye glow
6 colors (Herb, Fawn, Cub,
Slip, Moon, Lily)
0.5 oz / 4.5ml
$18 / $30 (If you buy a Duo)
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OTHER PRODUCTS

generation G

boy brow

baLm dotcom

Sheer matte lipstick

Grooming pomade

Universal skin salve

6 colors (Cake, Like, Crush,

4 colors (Clear, Brown,

6 colors (Original, Birthday,

Jam, Leo, Zip)

Black, Blond)

Rose, Cherry, Mint, Coconut)

0.07 oz / 2.0g

0.11 oz / 3.12g

0.5 oz / 15 ml

$18

$16

$12 / $30 (If you buy a Trio)
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INFO - STO RE

GLOSSIER LOS ANGELES
8407 Melrose Place
Los Angeles, CA 90069
Hours:
Monday-Saturday: 10am-7pm
Sunday: 11am-7pm

Glossier NEW YORK
Showroom
123 Lafayette St., Penthouse
New York, NY 10013
Hours:
Monday–Sunday: 11am–8pm

Glossier Chicago Coming soon…
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First, it was the face oil, that is mixed from

beauty brand, however, like many other

oil” in Italian) was created when the well-

a combination of essential oils derived from

successful indie brands, it was acquired by

respected fashion icon Linda Rodin wanted a

flowers and botanicals.

Estée Lauder Companies in 2014.

high quality facial oil for herself. Ms. Rodin

Many of these same oils are featured in

used the natural ingredients and mixed them

the brand’s other products including hair

at her Manhattan apartment, and that’s how

products as well as color cosmetics.

the brand RODIN was born. It was 2007 in

The packages and logo are so simple, it

New York City.

looks classic from the very beginning. After

Ms. Rodin knew the high quality oil can

launching few key skincare items, Ms.

make

Rodin then launched bold colors of lipstick

the

skin

clean,

dewy,

and

well

No synthetics.

nourished. Her inspiration came from the

packaged perfectly in the Lucite.

easygoing Italian beauty aesthetic.

RODIN is known as the ultimate insider
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RODIN olio lusso (translated to “luxury
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P ro S
& CONS
PROS:

- Sense of personal history of the founder
- High quality and natural ingredients
- Multiple purchase points from department stores to Amazon

Cons:
- No flagship store
- Relatively high price points
- Limited products
- Not well connected with the digital world
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PROS & CONS

- Classic, but luxurious packaging and presence
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Made from all natural ingredients including its

pro d u ct #6

LIP BALM,
LIP BALM RING

signature jasmine and neroli oil, as well as shea
butter, beeswax and castor seed oil, it moistures
the lip with famous floral scent RODIN is known
for. The minimal but luxurious Lucite packaging
is so modern, its weight creates sense of luxury.
The playful LIP BALM RING gives you a quick
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LIP BALM, LIP BALM RING

and convenient access to your favorite lip balm.
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1

2

1. Lip Balm
Shea butter Lip Balm
one color
0.17 oz / 5 g
$34

2, 3. Lip Balm Ring
Shea butter Lip Balm
one color
0.034 oz / 1 g
$15
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3
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p r o d uct #7

LUXURY
LIPSTICK

Known for her red lipstick, its founder Linda Rodin has created
the perfect color lipsticks infused with the luxury oil blend from
the RODIN skincare. She has succeeded to create the perfect creamy and
softly matte texture. Each shade magically brings the face to life.

LUXURY LIPSTICK
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LUXURY LIPSTICK

Luxury lipstick
Soft matte finish lipstick
10 colors (Pinky Winky,
Arancia Adore, Loving Lucy,
Heavenly Hopp,
Berry Baci, Winks, Red Hedy,
Billie on the Bike, Tough
Tomato, So Mod)
0.14 oz / 4g
$38
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INFO - STO RE

RODIN is carried
at about 200 stores
and online worldwide,
including
Barneys New York
Saks Fifth Avenue
Liberty London
Space NK
Nordstrom
Net-A-Porter
GOOP
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